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investment and borrowing 1050
property 1054
purchasing 1050
staffing 1053
Financial Research, M.Phil. Degree 531
Fine Art, Slade Professor 79, 701
Fines 4, 201
Fitzpatrick Fund 841
Film and Screen Studies, M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 530
by thesis 510
Fitzwilliam Museum admission 658
Director 20, 78, 656
Endowment Fund 842
Marlay Curator 78
staff 656
Syndicate 78, 655
Flexible Working Policy 144
Florence Nightingale Foundation Professor of Clinical Nursing Research 741
Flower Fund 618
Fluid Dynamics, Professor 725
Fluid Mechanics Professor (Dyson) 719
Professor (G. I. Taylor) 715
Professors 729–730, 751
Fluid Mechanics and the Environment, Professor 754
Fly-sheets 110
Footlights, Harry Porter, Fund 944
INDEX

Geneva Fund for Clinical Neurosciences 850
Geneva Professors
Experimental Medicine 729
Neuroimmunology 748
Gearchaeology, Professor 742
Geographical Research, M.Phil. Degree 531
Geography
Geographical Tripos 342
Preliminary Examinations 262
M.Phil. Degree 510
Professors 706, 715
Tim Whitmore Fund 1023
Geology, Professor (Woodwardian) 701
Geometry, Professor 742
Geophysics
Huppot Prize 876
Professors 709, 757
German
Endowment Fund 850
Schröder Professor 704
German History and Thought, Professor 744
Gerstenberg, Arnold, Fund 39
Studenship 851
Gibbons, Orlando, Fund 851
Gibson, Geoffrey Moorhouse, Professor of Chemistry 710
Gibson Spanish Scholarship 851
Gilbey Lectureship Fund 770
Gillingling, Dennis, Professor of Health Management 717
Girdler Fund 852
Girdlers' Lectureship Fund 770
Gladstone Memorial Prize 852
Glaxo Pharmacology Fund 853
GlaxoSmithKline Professor of Microbial Pathogenesis 715
Glennie Prizes in Child Psychiatry 853
Goldsmiths' Prize and Medal 853
Goldsmiths' Professor of Materials Science 708
Golland Fund 853
'good cause', definition 22
Good Friday 171
Goodhart, Arthur, Visiting Professor in Legal Science 79, 711
Governance and Human Rights, David and Elaine Potter Fund 770, 945
Gow Fund 854
Grace, definition 13
Graces 5, 66
amendments of 5, 66
initiation and submission of 5, 65
Regent House 5, 66, 105
Senate 109
Graduate Studies, Board of 119
Graduate Union 185
Graham-Smith Fund 854
Grenville Fund 854
Grantees Design Fund for Engineering 854
Graphene Technology, M.Res. Degree 552
Gray, J. H., Fund 855
Great Common Seal 4, 163
Greek
Professor 723
Professor (Regius) 700
Greek and Latin Research Fund, Chadwick, John 807
Greek Culture, A. G. Leventis Professor 733
Green, D. H., Fund 855
Gregson, Mark, Fund 856
Gresham Prize in Pathology 856
Grievance procedures 27, 92
Grigorion-Theoracakis, Catherine, Prize 856
Grimsdow-Pathinson Fund 857
Grindley, G. C., Fund 857
Grosvenor Fund 857
Grosvenor Professor of Real Estate Finance 718
Guinness Management Studies Fund 714
Gurney Institute 652
Gurney Lecturer 770
Land Economy Research, M.Phil. Degree 535

Latin, Kennedy Professor 701

Latin-American Geography, Professor 742

Latin Literature, Professor 750

Latin-American Studies M.Phil. Degree by advanced study 535 by thesis 510

Law Bachelor of, redesignation 175

Corporate Law Master of 472

Professor (S. J. Berwin) 714 Reader 764

Doctor of 476

Examination in Law for European Students 376 Master of 473

I.L.M. Degree 475

I.L.M. Examination 473

Professors 711, 730

Tripos 373

Law and Environmental Policy, Harold Samuel Professor 743

Law and Legal History, Professor 742

Law and Public Policy, Professor 749

Law Endowment Fund 894

Law of Real Property, Professor 747

Law Prize Fund, Perreau-Saussine de Ezcurra, Dr Amanda 938

Laws of England, Downing Professor 701

Le Bas Fund, Prize, and Studentship 37, 894

Leave, sabbatical 72–73, 685

Leave of absence 16, 685–687

family related 684

payment of pension contributions 686

sick leave 684

study leave for certain officers 687

Lectors in Languages 766

Lecturers

Affiliated 769

Associate 21, 92, 765

Clinical 91, 765

University 21, 89

University Senior 21, 89, 764

Lecturers, University 21, 89

amounts of teaching 90

Selection Committees 89

stipends 90

terms of appointment 89

Lectures, admission to, by special leave 161

Lee, Dr S. T., Public Policy Lecture Fund 896

Lee, Jerry, Fund for Experimental Criminology 895

Legal and Political Philosophy, Professor 723

Legal Science, Arthur Goodhart Visiting Professor 79, 711

Legal Studies, Postgraduate Diploma 583

LEGO Professor of Play in Education, Development, and Learning 748

Leigh, Kennedy, Fund for Modern Hebrew 770, 896

Letters

Doctor of 554

Master of 501

Leukaeima Stem Cell Biology, Professor 751

Leventis, A. G., Professor of Greek Culture 733

Leverhulme Professor in Human Evolution 724

Leverton Harris Fund 897

Levy, Benn W., Fund and Stardentship 43, 897

Lewin Memorial Fund 898

Lewin Prize Fund 898

Lewis, William Vaughan, Prizes 898

Lewis-Gibson Lecturer 771

Li Ka Shing Professor of Oncology 731

Librarian, University 20, 77

Librarians, Faculty and Departmental 767

Libraries, Faculty and Departmental 670

Library, University

affiliated libraries 665, 670

borrowing 668–669

opening and closing 667

staff 666

Syndicate 77, 665

Medical Library Policy Advisory Group 665

Sub-syndicates 665

Library Acquisitions Fund, William Mills 918

Library Endowment Fund 899

Lightfoot, Dr, Scholarships and Prize 899

Linguistics

Professor 719

Tripos 377

supplementary regulation 379

Linguistics and Philosophy of Language, Professor 737

Linnett, John Wilfrid, Visiting Professor of Chemistry 79, 715

Lipton, Peter, Fund 900

Lipton, Peter, Lectureship Fund 900

Littleton Chambers Prize for Labour Law 901

Livings, Electors to 119

Loan Funds I and II 1080

Local Examinations Syndicate 46, 69, 105, 123, 442, 1061, 1067, 1079

see also Cambridge Assessment

Loewe, Michael, Fund for Classical and Literary Chinese

Studies 901

Logic, Professor 740

Logic and Algorithms, Professor 735

London Students Hardship Fund 901

Long, George, Fund and Prizes 38, 901

Long Vacation 171

courses 171

Longsdon Trust Fund 902

Lopez-Rey, Manuel, Funds 902

Low, Matt, Fund 902

Lowndean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry 42, 701

Lucas, Hedley, Fund 903

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics 700

Lundgren Fund 903

M

M.A. Degree 14, 442

M.A. Status 169

M.A.Ch. Degree 448

M.Acc. Degree 446

M.B.A. Degree 449

M.C.L. Degree 472

M.Chir.

Committee 493

Degree 492
INDEX

Distinction Prize 913
review of results 495
special regulations 495
M.Ed. Degree 464
M.Eng. Degree 468
M.Fin. Degree 471
M.Litt. Degree 501
M.Math. Degree 477
M.Mus. Degree 498
M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 512
by thesis 501
general regulation 512
M.Res. Degree 548
M.Sc. Degree 501
M.St. Degree 555
Degree Apprenticeship 557
Maccoll, Norman, Lectureship 904
Macleod Library Fund 905
Machine Learning
DeepMind Fund 827
Professor 748
Professor (DeepMind) 757
Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, and Medicine,
John Humphrey Plummer Professor 707
Machine Learning and Machine Intelligence, M.Phil.
Degree 536
Macpherson, Alasdair Charles, Fund 906
Macroeconomics, Professors 732, 753
Macromolecular Materials Science, Professor 754
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Professor 754
Maitland, Frederic William, Memorial Fund 907
Maitland, Peregrine, Fund and Studentship 37, 907
Mammalian Development and Stem Cell Biology, Professor
737
Management
Judge Institute 638
M. Phil. Degree 536
Management Analysis, Judge Management Education Trust
M.B.A. Prize 882
Management Studies
M.Res. Degree 552
Professor (Beckwith) 716
Professor (Diageo) 714
Professor (KPMG) 713
Professors 721, 732–733, 735, 751, 756
Tripos 380
supplementary regulations 381
Management Studies in Engineering Fund 908
Management Studies Project Prize 908
Mann, Elizabeth, Fund 908
Manufacturing, M.St. Degree 565
Manufacturing Engineering
Professor 709
Tripos 381
supplementary regulations 382
Marconi Professor of Communications Systems 720
Margaret, Lady
Preacher 37, 908
Professor of Divinity 700
Marine Biological Association 140
Marine Biology, Claire Barnes Fund 786
Marketing, Business and Public Enterprise, Professor 759
Marketing, Strategy, and Innovation, Sandra Dawson
Visiting Professor 722
Marketing and Decision Sciences, Professor 759
Marks, John, and Mulberry Trust Fund 909
Marks & Spencer Professor of Farm Animal Health, Food
Science, and Food Safety 716
Marlay Curator 78
Marlay Fund 909
Marlow, Gussy, Clinician Ph.D. Fellowship 1009
Marr Memorial Fund 909
Marshall, University 142
Marshall, Alfred, Fund and Lectureship 910
Marshall, Mary, and Arthur Walton, Professor of the
Physiology of Reproduction 710
Marshall, Sir Arthur, Visiting Professor of Urban Design
79, 736
Marshall Library Fund 628
Martin, Kingsley, Memorial Fund 910
Mason Prize for Biblical Hebrew 910
Materials Chemistry, Professor 786
Materials Engineering, Professor 738
Materials Physics, Professors 745, 758
Materials Science
Goldsmiths’ Professor 708
M.A.S. Degree 449
Prize (Central Electricity Generating Board) 805
Professor (Sir Alan Cottrell) 713
Fund 819
Professors 721, 732–733, 735, 751, 756
Materials Science and Metallurgy
M.Phil. Degree 511
Professor 738
Maternity leave 684
Mathematical Astrophysics, Professor 745
Mathematical Biology, Professors 718, 753
Mathematical Essay Prize Fund 985
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, Professor
740
Mathematical Genomics and Medicine, M.Res. Degree 552
Mathematical Physics, Professors 710, 712, 718
Mathematical Sciences
Isaac Newton Institute 670
Fund 824
Professors 721, 745
Mathematical Statistics, Professors 709, 751
Mathematics
Cortefield Fund for 818
M.A.St. Degree 449
Master of 477
Mathematical Tripos 382
M.Phil. Degree 700
Mathematical Tripos 382
Professor (Rouse Ball) 706
Professors 733, 734, 749, 756
Mathematics Education, Professor 758
Mathematics for Operational Research, Churchill Professor
709
MathWorks Studentship 911
Matriculation 14, 164
classes of persons qualified to matriculate 164
requirements for certain prospective students 164
MAVA Fondation Fund for Conservation Leadership 911
Maxwell, Clerk, Fund and Scholarship 43, 912
Maxwell, Clerk, Prizes 863
Mayhew Prize 913
Maynard & Betham Fund 794
Mayne, J. E. O., Fund 913
McArthur, Ellen, Fund 44, 903
McClean Fund 618
McCrick Fund 802
McDonald, D. M.
Grants and Awards Fund 905
Trust Fund 632
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research 631
McDonald Professor of Paleoproteomics 754
McLatchie Fund 819
McNair, Arnold, Scholarship Fund 906
Measures, Ethel, Fellowship 914
Mechanical Engineering, Professors 715, 717, 730, 745
Mechanics of Materials, Professors 717, 719
Media, Culture, and Environment, Professor 754
Medical and Veterinary Sciences Tripos 385
supplementary regulations 388
Medical Boards 26, 208
Medical Education, Director 624
Medical Education, M.St. Degree 565
Medical Education Committee 134
Medical Genetics, Professors 717, 731
Meetings and public gatherings, code of practice 203
Mellon, Paul, Discretionary Fund 916
Mellon, Paul, Fund 915
Mellon, Paul, Professor of American History 712
Mellon Fellowship Fund 915
Melville Laboratory for Polymer Synthesis 673
Members’ Classics Fund 916
Members’ English Fund 917
Members’ History Fund 917
Mere’s Commemoration 185
Merz, Charles Hesterman, Fund 918
Metabolic Medicine, Professor 723
Metabolic Technology, Professor 755
Metabolism and Medicine, Professor 740
Metabolism and Nutrition, Professor 750
Metallurgy, Tata Steel Professor 734
Metamorphic Petrology, Professor 749
Micro- and Nanotechnology Enterprise, M.Phil. Degree 537
Microbial Genomics and Veterinary Science, Professor 757
Microbial Pathogenesis, GlaxoSmithKline Professor 715
Microstructure Engineering, Professor 754
Microsystems Technology, Professor 752
Middlebrook, Diane, and Carl Djerassi Visiting Professor of Gender Studies 79, 735
Middleton, T. H., Fund 918
Military Education Committee 135
Mills, William, Library Acquisitions Fund 918
Mineral Physics, Professor 727
Mineralogy and Mineral Physics, Professor 721
Mineralogy and Petrology, Professor 706
Minto, Graeme, Prize for Management Studies 919
Mitchell, Professor Joseph, Cancer Research Fund 919
Mitochondrial Medicine, MRC Research Professor 743
Mitochondrial Redox Biology, Professor 755
Mobile Systems, Professor 747
Modern and Contemporary History, Professor 740
Modern and Medieval German Studies, Professor 742
Modern and Medieval Languages Tripos 393
Modern Arabic Studies, His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said Professor 728
Modern British History M.Phil. Degree 538
Professor 735
Modern Chinese History, Professor 725
Modern Cultural History, Professor 735
Modern European History, M.Phil. Degree 538
Modern German and Comparative Culture, Professor 737
Modern Greek Fund 770
Modern Hebrew, Kennedy Leigh Fund 770, 896
Modern Hebrew Studies Fund 919
Modern History, Professor 706
Modern Jewish Studies Fund 920
Modern South Asian Studies, M.Phil. Degree 539
Moir, Rex, Fund 920
Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry, Professor 734
Molecular and Cellular Biology, Professor 755
Molecular Biology Professor (Hercel Smith) 728
Professors 725, 740
Molecular Cell Biology, Royal Society Research Professor 746
Molecular Endocrinology, Professor 714
Molecular Genetics, Hercel Smith Professor 724
Molecular Haematology, Professor 740
Molecular Haemostasis, Professor 740
Molecular Imaging Chemistry, Professor 747
Molecular Medicine and Stem Cell Genomics, Professor 753
Molecular Metabolism, Professor 753
Molecular Microbiology, Professor 716
Molecular Modelling, Professor 751
Molecular Neurobiology, Professor 742
Molecular Neurogenetics, Professor 727

Meetings

- casting vote 70
- failure to attend 13, 70
- participation by telephone or other means 70
- reserved business 70
Physical Geography, Professor 719
Physical Metallurgy, Professor 718
Physical Sciences 753
M.Res. Degree 553
School 605

Physics

Avik Chakravarty Memorial Fund 808
Harding Lectureships and Fund 770, 861
M.A.St. Degree 449
M.Phil. Degree 511
Professor (Cavendish) 702
Professor (Heccei Smith) 725
Professors 709, 727, 729, 735, 747, 750
Readerships 763

Physics of Medicine, Raymond and Beverly Sackler Fund 963
Physics of Sustainability, Winton Fund 1033
Physics of the Environment, Mott Fund 922

Physiology

Professor 702
University Physiologist 641

Physiology, Development, and Neuroscience, Department 641

Physiology of Reproduction, Mary Marshall and Arthur Walton Professor 710
Pigott Fund for Postgraduate Studentships in Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences 940
Pike, Alexander, Fund 941
Piment-Darwin Fund and Studentship 941
Pitt Fund and Scholarship 34, 786
Pitt Professor of American History and Institutions 79, 708
Pitt-Rivers, George, Professor of Archaeological Science 714

Plagiarism 190
Planning, Growth, and Regeneration, M.Phil. Degree 541
Plant and Microbial Biochemistry, Professor 727
Plant Biochemistry, Professor 731
Plant Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Professor 737
Plant Development, Professors 738
Plant Ecology, Professor 719
Plant Molecular Genetics, Professor 757
Plant Sciences, Herbarium 641
Plant Systematics and Evolution, Professor 723
Plant Virology, Professor 755
Play in Education, Development, and Learning, LEGO Professor 748
Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy 700
Plummer, John Humphrey Foundation 707
Professors 79, 707
Polar Studies, M.Phil. Degree 541
Polar Endowment Fund for Polish Studies 942
Political Economy, Professors 701, 751, 753
Political Thought, John Robert Seeley Lectureship 972
Political Thought and History, Professor 758
Political Thought and Intellectual History 757, 542
Professor 756

Political Thought and International Relations, Professor 758

Politics

Professor 741
Professorship Fund 943
Politics and International Studies, M.Phil. Degree 542
Politics and Public Policy, Professor 758
Polonsky–Coexist Fund for Jewish Studies 770, 943
Polymer Physics, Professor 727
Polymer Synthesis, Melville Laboratory 673
Polymeric Materials Chemistry and Physics Professor 739
Poppennell, Ronald, Memorial Fund 944
Population Health and Nutrition, Professor 753
Population Health Research, Professor 758
Porson Fund, Prize, and Scholarship 34, 786, 944
Porter, Harry, Footlights Fund 944
Public Health. Cambridge University Medical School
Charitable Fund for 804
Public Health and Microbiology, Professor 757
Public Health Medicine, Professor 719
Public Innovation, Dr John C. Taylor Professor 752
Public Law
Professor 749
Professor (Sir David Williams) 750
Public Law and Jurisprudence, Professor 724
Public Policy
Bennett Funds 790
Bennett Institute 790
M.Phil. Degree 543
Professor 750
Professor (Bennett) 752
Public Understanding of Risk, Winton Fund for the 1035
Publications 13
Pugh, L. P., Medal 949
Pure Mathematics
Professor (Hercel Smith) 724
Professor (Sadlierian) 701
Professor 727, 736
Readership 763
Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics, Readership 764
Punt, Gorley, Fund and Lectureship 949
Quantitative Sociology, Reader 764
Quantum Electronics, Professor 745
Quantum Physics
Professor (Leigh Trapnell) 722
Professor 727, 747
Rand Professor of Health Services Research 732
Randolph, Barnard, Fund 1000
Rank Professor of Engineering 710
RAPD Professor of Health Services Research 732
Randolph, Barnard, Fund 1000
Rayleigh Prizes 40
Rayleigh-Knight Prizes 985
Reader and Readerships 21, 89
Real Estate, M.St. Degree 566
Real Estate and Housing Finance, Reader 764
Real Estate and Urban Economics, Professor 756
Real Estate Finance
M.Phil. Degree 544
Professor (Grosvenor) 718
Recchia Fund 955
STATUTES AND ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

Reckitt, Albert, Fund 955
Recruitment Key Principles 91
Rede, Sir Robert, Lectureship 36, 955
Redhead, Jennifer, Prize 955
Redundancy 22-23
Redundancy Committee 23
Reformation History, Professor 750
Regenerative Medicine, Professor 749
Regents House 5
conduct of business 65
Graces and Congregations 5, 65, 105
membership 5, 65, 104
Colleges 5
powers 5
Roll 5, 65, 104
objections 104
promotion 5, 104
Regional Postgraduate Dean 624
Registered student, definition 12
Registered Students and Formerly Registered Students, Rules of Behaviour 96, 189
Registrary 20
Regius Professorships 21, 79
Reitlinger, Henry, Fund 956
Renaissance Literature, Professor 757
Reporter 13, 65, 103
Reports 5, 65
Annual 119
signature of 13
Representation Theory, Professor 730
Reproductive Biology, Professor 742
Reproductive Physiology, Professor 734
Research
Assistant Directors of 764
Master of 548
Senior Assistants in 764
Research Ethics Committee, University 675
Research in University laboratories, approval of use by outside bodies 163
Research Students Amenities Fund 956
Research Theory and Practice in English (Engineering or Business Management), Advanced Diploma 584
Residence 13, 172
for the Degree of Master of Philosophy 512
University officers 679
Residences, official 694
Resident (Clinical Veterinary Medicine) 642
Resignation of membership
Senate 3
University 165
Respiratory Biology, Professor 718
Respiratory Medicine, Reader 764
Respiratory Science, Professor 748
Retiring age, University officers 75
Review of decisions of University bodies, Procedure 218
Rheumatology
Professor (Versus Arthritis) 754
Fund 1011
RIBA (Anderson and Webb) Scholarship for Architecture 951
Ricardo Prize 956
Richards, David, Fund and Travel Scholarships 957
Richards Fund 957
Ridgeway-Venn Travel Fund 957
Ritchie-Gimsburg Fund 958
Rivers Lectureship in Social Anthropology 958
RNA Molecular Biology, Professor 729
RNA Virology, Professor 752
Roberts, A. W. Rymer, Fund 959
Roberts, B. B., Fund 959
Roberts, D. W., Prize Fund 959
Rose, Holland, Studentship 960
Rose Book-Collecting Prize 959
Ross, Archibald Douglas, Fund 961
Roth, Henry Ling, Research Fund 961
Rothschild, Miriam, Professor of Conservation Biology 728
Rothschild, N. M., & Sons, Professor of Mathematical Sciences 720
Rothschild Visiting Professors 672
Rouse Ball Lectureship 961
Rouse Ball Library Fund 962
Rouse Ball Professor of English Law 706
Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics 706
Royal Aeronautical Society Prize in Aeronautics 962
Royal Commonwealth Society Library 817
Royal Society Naper Research Professor of Cancer Biology 721
Royal Society Research Professor of Earth Sciences 743
Royal Society Research Professor of Molecular Cancer Biology 746
Rules of Behaviour for Registered Students and Formerly Registered Students 96, 189
Rural Economy, Professor 728
Russell, Bertrand, Professor of Philosophy 702
Russian and East European Studies, Cambridge Committee for 137
Russian and European Art, Professor 755
Russian and Film Studies, Professor 755
Rustat Fund 36
Rylands, Beltha Wolfertan, Prize 962
Rylands, G. H. W., Fund 962
Sabbatical leave 72-73, 685
Sackler, Raymond and Beverly, Benefactions 962
Physic, Regius Professor Endowment Fund 963
Sackler Distinguished Lectures Fund 963
Sackler Fund for Astronomy 963
Sackler Fund for Medical Sciences 962
Sackler, Raymond and Beverly, Fund for the Physics of Medicine 963
Sadleirian Professor of Pure Mathematics 701
Safety, Consultative Committee for 137
Sainsbury, Jessica, Anthropology of Amazonia Fund 770, 964
Sainsbury Laboratory 674
Professors 738
Salary scale 689
Salisbury, F. S., Fund 964
Samuel, Harold, Professor of Law and Environmental Policy 743
Samuel, Harold, Studentships 965
Sandars Readership in Bibliography 763, 965
Sandsys Fund and Studentship 45, 966
Sanger, Dr F., Fund 966
Sansom, Robert, Professor of Computer Science 717
Scandinavian Studies Fund 967
Scandinavian Studies Fund 967
Sackler, Raymond and Beverly, Fund for the Physics of Medicine 963
Schlumberger Professor of Complex Physical Systems 718
School of Physics and Astronomy 963
Schlumberger Complex Physical Systems Fund 968
Schlumberger Professor of Complex Physical Systems 718
Schlolefeld Fund and Prizes 40, 969
Scholl, Dr William M., Lectureship Fund 770, 969
Schools, composition of 69
Schools and Councils of the Schools 8, 602
Heads of Schools 8
Schrödinger Professor of German 704
Schroeders Book Fund for Japanese Studies 970
Science
Doctor of 554
Master of 501
Science Education, Professor 749
Scientific Computing, M.Phil. Degree 544
Scott, A. W., Fund 970
Scott, Captain, Fund 970
Scott Polar Research Institute 649
Endowment Funds 650
Scott Polar Scholarship Fund 970
Scrutiny, Board of 10, 113
election of members 114
INDEX

Smith, Adam, Prize Endowment Fund 981
Smith, Adam, Professor of Corporate Governance 720
Smith, Herbert, Prize in the Conflict of Laws 981
Smith, Herchel, Fellowship Fund 981
Smith, Herchel, Laboratory of Medicinal Chemistry Fund 982
Smith, Herchel, Lectureship in Intellectual Property Law Fund 770, 983
Smith, Herchel, Lectureships in Medicinal Chemistry Fund 983
Smith, Herchel, Medicinal Chemistry Fellowship and Studentship Fund 983
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Biochemistry 726
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Intellectual Property Law 716
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Medicinal Chemistry 712
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Molecular Biology 728
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Molecular Genetics 724
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Organic Chemistry 713
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Physics 725
Smith, Herchel, Professor of Pure Mathematics 724
Smith, Herchel, Research Studentship and Research Fellowship Fund 984
Smith, Sheila Joan, Professor of Immunology 712
Smith, Sheila Joan, Professorship Fund 984
Smith, Sheila Joan, Research Fund 985
Smith Fund and Smith’s Prizes 40, 985
Smith System Engineering Prize 986
Smith-Knight Prizes 985
Smuts Memorial Fund 986
Smuts Professor of Commonwealth History 709, 986
Snelson, Sir Edward, Fund 987
Social Anthropology
M.Phil. Degree 544
M.Res. Degree 554
Professor (Sigrid Rausing) 728
Professor (William Wyse) 708
Professors 747, 758
Reader 763
Social Innovation, M.St. Degree 566
Social Theory, Professor 744
Societies, Approved 47, 1110
Societies and Clubs 202
Societies Syndicate 127
Technical Committee 127
Sociology
M.Phil. Degree 545
Professor 713
Reader 763
Sociology and Political Economy, Professor 742
Soft Matter Physics, Professor 758
Soft Solids and Surfaces, Professor 750
Software Policy, University 134
Solar Physics Observatory 617
Solid Mechanics
Hibbit Endowed Fund for 770, 869
Hibbit Professor 756
Somers, Robert M., Prize 987
Soumakov, Ali Reza and Mohamed
Fund for Persian Studies 987
Lectureship Fund 770, 987
South Asian History, Professor 747
Spanish, Professor 708
Späck Needham Fund 988
Special Ordinances 5
enacting, issuing, amending 5
interpretation 12
Spencer Fund 988
Sports Committee, University 139
Spratling, Ron, Fund 988
Squire, Rebecca Flower
Fund and Scholarships 44
Fund and Scholarships and Studentships 989

Seals, University 5, 163
Seatonian Fund and Prize 35, 971
Secretaries and Superintendents of Faculties, Departments, etc. 768
Security and Privacy, Professor 754
Security Engineering, Professor 724
Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences 627
Sedgwick Prize 971
Sedgwick Rough Fund 972
Seeley, John Robert, Lectureship in Political Thought 972
Seeley Medal 972
Select Preachers Syndicate 126
Selection Committees 89–92, 678, 682
constitution 91
decisions 91
publication of memberships 91
quorum 90
Semiconductor Engineering, Professor 735
Semitic Philology, Edward Ullendorff, Lecture Fund 1009
Senate
ballots 109
Grace 109
membership of 3
resignation from 3
Senate-House Syndicate 126
Senior Assistants in Research 764
Senior Language Teaching Officers 766
Senior Lecturers, University 21, 89, 764
amounts of teaching 90
Selection Committees 89
stipends 90
terms of appointment 89
Seniority of graduates, order 180
Senobiology, Professor 757
Sensor Technologies and Applications, M.Res. Degree 553
Septemviri 28, 95–97, 209
quorum 95–96
Seraphim, Alkis, Memorial Lecture 972
Serena Professor of Italian 705
Sermons 13, 126, 185
select preachers 126
Seven Pillars Studentship Fund 973
Sexton, David, Fund 973
SF Express Fund 973
Sheehy, Sir Patrick, Professor of International Relations 716
Sheepshanks Benefaction Fund 619
Sheild, Marmaduke, Fund and Scholarship 974
Sheild Professor of Pharmacology 709
Shell Fund for Chemical Engineering 795
Shell Professor of Chemical Engineering 708
Shore Fund for Language Teaching 975
Short, Kathleen Madge, Cancer Fund 976
Siddwick Memorial Fund 770
Simpson, Norman Douglas, Memorial Fund 976
Sims Fund and Scholarship 976
Sinaiide, Oreste and Florence, Fund and Scholarship 977
Sindall, Morgan, Prize 978
Singh, Mammohan, Bursary Fund 978
Single Transferable Vote Regulations 114
Sinvay Professor of Chinese Management 717
Sisley Fund 979
Sites and Buildings Regulations 1057
committees 1058
definitions and guidance 1067
Expenditure Approvals 1063
Specific Operational Approvals 1064
Skinner, Quentin, Prize Fund 979
Slade Professor of Fine Art 79, 701
Slater, Charles, Fund 979
Slater, Elliot, Prize in Psychiatry 979
Slaughter and May Prize 980
Slavonic Studies, Professor 710
Small Animal Surgery, Professor 709
Smart, Frank
Prizes 980
Studenship in Botany 980

INDEX
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Squire, William Barclay, Fund 990
Squire Law Library Appeal Fund 988
Staff Childcare Committee 138
Staff Review and Development Scheme 145
Stanton Fund and Lectureship in the Philosophy of Religion 38, 991
Starbridge Lectureship Fund 770, 991
Statistical Laboratory 645
Statistical Science, Professor 716
Statistical Science for Health, Professor 758
Statistics, Professor 741
Statistics in Biomedicine, Professor 733
Statistics in Public Life, Harding Professor 730
Statutes
commencement 12
declaration of meaning 11
interpretation 12
making, altering, repealing 5
repeal 12
Statutes and Ordinances
compliance with 11
invalid proceedings 11
Steel Theological Studentships 991
Stellar Evolution, Professor 751
Stem Cell Biology, Professor 729
Stem Cell Medicine, Professor 738
Stephen, Leslie, Lectureship 992
Stephen Hawking Trust Fund
Postdoctoral Fellowships 867
Studentships 868
Visiting Professorships 867
Stevenson Prizes 993
Stewart of Rannoch, John, Funds and Scholarships 33
Greek and Latin 994
Hebrew 993
Sacred Music 995
 Stamford, Leslie, Lectureship 992
Sykes, Henry, Fund 820
Syndicates 9, 69, 118
Accommodation 122
Local Examinations 69, 123
Press 125
Select Preachers 126
Senate-House 126
Societies 127
University Theatre 128
Synthetic and Chemical Biology, Professor 750
Synthetic Biology
Professor 748
Reader 764
Stipends and salaries 688, 691
additional payments for administrative responsibility 693
payments additional to 691
Stochastic Analysis, Professor 730
Stokes Lecturer 771
Storey, Graham, Fund 996
Strategic Planning Reserve Fund 1081
Strategy, Marketing, and Operations, M.Phil. Degree 545
Strickland Curator 643
Structural and Molecular Biology, Professor 735
Structural Biology, Professors 719, 737, 752
Structural Engineering, Professor 756
Structural Mechanics, Professor 751
Structural Pharmacology, Professor 752
Student Complaint Procedure 211
Student Disciplinary Procedure 96, 192
standard of proof 97, 194
Student discipline 96
Student Discipline Officers 96
Student Housing Fund 1081
Student misconduct, Informal Complaint Procedure 220
Student subject representatives, election 611
Student Union
Cambridge University 185
code of practice 186
Graduate Union 185
Students
cases of misconduct 220
consideration of complaints and requests for review 210
precautionary action 99
Supriculum, Professor 741
Sustainable Business
Postgraduate Certificate 601
Postgraduate Diploma 601
Sustainable Design, Professor 726
Sustainable Reaction Engineering, Professor 741
Sustainable Value Chains, Postgraduate Certificate 601
Sweet and Maxwell Prize 996
Syndicates 9, 69, 118
Accommodation 122
Local Examinations 69, 123
Press 125
Select Preachers 126
Senate-House 126
Societies 127
University Theatre 128
Technology
Professor (Prince Philip) 721
Qualcomm European Research Studentship Fund 950
School 605
Technology and Innovation, Nanjing Professor 757
Technology Policy, M.Phil. Degree 546
Trench, Richard, Fund 998
Tennent Fund and Studentship 998
Terms 13, 171
allowances 171
dates 171
definition 106
Full Term 13, 171
Thalmann Bequest 999
Thatcher, Margaret
Management Studies Fund 718
Professor of Enterprise Studies 718
Theatre, ADC 128
Theatre Syndicate, University 128
Theological Studies Fund 40, 999
Theology, Religion, and Philosophy of Religion
Advanced Diploma 585
M.Phil. Degree 546
Tripos 427
supplementary regulations 432
Theology for Ministry
Bachelor of 454
supplementary regulations 458
Committee of Management 626
Diploma 598
Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
M.Phil. Degree
by advanced study 547
by thesis 511
Theoretical and Computational Physics, Professor 724
Theoretical Astrophysics, Professor 733
Theoretical Chemistry, Professors 725, 740, 745
Theoretical Computer Science, Professor 722
Theoretical Cosmology, Centre for 886
Theoretical Geophysics, Professor 713
Theoretical Mineral Physics, Professor 730
Theoretical Physics
Professors 721, 724, 727, 732, 738, 740, 745, 754–755, 759
Therapeutic Sciences, M.Phil. Degree 547
Therapeutics, Professor 744
Thermodynamics, Professor 750
Thirlwall Prize Fund 948
Thoday, J. M., Fund 1000
Thomas, Henry Arthur, Fund, Studentship, Prizes, Travel Exhibitions, and Research Facilitation Fund 1000
Thomson, Sir J. J., Fund 1002
Turks German Scholarship Fund 1002
Turks Prize 1003
Titles of degrees, honoris causa 5
Todd, Alexander, Visiting Professor of Chemistry 79, 711
Toxicology, MRC Professor 754
Toynbee, Jocelyn, Library Fund 622
Transfusion Medicine, Professor 735
Translational Biomedical Research, M.Phil. Degree 547
Translational Immunology, Professor 757
Transplant Surgery, Professor 753
Transplantation, Professor 740
Trend, J. B., Fund 1003
Trefelyan, George Macanlay, Fund and Lectureship 1003
Tribunal, University 28, 96, 98, 205
appointment of members 205
initiation of proceedings 205
rules of procedure 206
Trophoblast Research Fund 1004
Trower, Nigel, Fund 1006
Trusts, general provisions 31
Tudor Studentships in Financial Econometrics 1006
Turner, H. A., Prize 1006
Turner and Newall Fellowships 1007
Tyndal’s Hebrew Scholarships 1007
Tyson Fund, Medal, and Prize 33, 1008
U
UAC of Nigeria Travel Fund 1008
Ukrainian Students Endowment Fund 1008
Ukrainian Studies Fund 1009
Ullendorff, Edward, Semitic Philology Lecture Fund 1009
Ultra Precision Engineering, M.Res. Degree 554
Undergraduate Admissions Committee 129
Unified Administrative Service 697
Standing Appointments Committee 698
University of Cambridge Students’ Union 718
University Professor of Molecular Sciences Informatics 185
University of Cambridge Students’ Graduate 185
University Superannuation Scheme 15, 141
University membership 14
resignation or deprivation 14, 98, 165
suspension 98
powers of 4
University Advocate and Deputies 21, 25, 98, 205, 697
University and Assistants Joint Board 119
University assistants 147
persons excluded from status of 147
University buildings 46
University Centre 676
General Manager 676
University Classical Scholarships 786
University Clinical Anatomist 641
University Clinical Veterinary Anatomist 641
University Combustion Rooms 138
University Composition Fee 149
University Courts 28, 96
University Development and Alumni Relations 676
University Education Fund 1081
University Farm 677
University flexible working policy 145
University Funds, general regulations 1077
University Information Services 677
Director 677
University Lecturers 21, 89
University Marshal 142
University of Cambridge Students’ Union 185
University officers 16
additional payments for administrative responsibility 693
admission to office 74
age-limits 75
appointments 678
deputies for 17
disposition from duties 73
dues 17
general regulations 678
leave of absence 16, 685
limitation 17
maternity leave 684
membership of Regent House 65
paternity leave 684
permission to undertake certain teaching 688
residence 75, 679
retiring age 75
statutory provisions 16
stipends 74, 688
tenure 74
termination of employment 679
University offices
concurrent tenure 17
vacancies 74
University Offices, staff (Unified Administrative Service) 697
University Organist 699
University Physiologist 641
University Press – see Press, University
University Senior Lecturers 21, 89, 764
University Sports Committee 139
University Theatre Syndicate 128
University Tribunal 28, 96, 98, 205
appointment of members 205
initiation of proceedings 205
rules of procedure 206
Urban and Regional Economics, Professor 727
Urban Design, Sir Arthur Marshall Visiting Professor 79, 736
Vacancies, casual 13, 70
Value Added Tax 161
Van Eck Professor of Engineering 721
Van Geest Foundation Fund 1009
Van Geest Foundation Fund for Brain Repair and Neuroscience 1010
Ver Heyden de Lancey Fund 1010
Vergottis, George and Marie, Fund 1011
Versus Arthritis
Professor of Rheumatology 754
Professorship of Rheumatology Fund 1011
Verulam Buildings, 3, Prizes 1012
Veterinary Diagnostic Pathology, Professor 734
Veterinary Education Committee 139
Veterinary Medicine
  Bachelor of (Revised Regulations) 567
  degrees 567
  Department 642
  Doctor of
    Old Regulations 575
  Revised Regulations 577
  examinations 572
  Final Veterinary 569
  Second Vet.M.B. 568
  approved courses 574
  supplementary regulations 574
  procedures to determine progress of students 233
Veterinary School 642
University offices 642
Veterinary School 642
Veterinary Science, M.Phil. Degree 511
Veterinary Sciences Tripos 436
approved courses 439
Veterinary Students Register 620, 643
Vice-Chancellor 18, 695
  admission 18, 695
  appointment 18, 695
  deputes 18
  duties and powers 18
  removal from office 19
  residence 695
  returning officer at elections 118
Vice-Chancellor’s Endowment Fund 1012
Viral Pathogenesis, Professor 750
Virology, Professor 714
Visiting Professor of Architecture 79, 736
Voting
  casting vote, election 13
  casting vote, meeting 70, 118
  Single Transferable Vote Regulations 114
W
  Wace Medal 1012
  Waddington Fund and Scholarship 34, 786
  Wade, E. C. S., Prizes 1012
  Wade, Sir William, Prize 1013
  Wakefield Book Fund for Criminology 1013
  Wakefield Fund and Scholarships 1013
  Waldmann Fund 1014
  Walker, John Lucas, Fund and Studentship 35, 1014
  Walker, Nigel, Prize 952
  Walker, Robert, Prize in Surgery 1016
  Walker’s, Dr, Rentcharge Fund 794
  Wallenberg Prize 1016
  Walton Fund 1017
  Walton Studentship 1017
  Walters Kendrick
    Next Generation Chemistry Fellowships Fund 1018
    Outreach in Chemistry Fund 1018
Warneck, Peter, Fund 1019
Warr, George Charles Winter, Scholarship 1019
Watkins Fund 1079
Watson, Hugh, Fund and Assistant Curator 1020
Wellcome Trust/Cancer Research UK Gurdon Institute 652
West and North West Cambridge Estates Board 121
West Midlands Examinations Board Fund 1021
Whalley Prize 1021
Whewell Professor of International Law 38, 701
Whewell Trust Fund and Scholarships 38, 1022
Whipple, R. S., Fund 1023
Whipple Museum of the History of Science 630
Whitby, Sir Lionel
  Medal and Prize 1023
  Memorial Fund 1023
Whitmore, Tim, Geography and Zoology Funds 1023
Whittington, H. B. and Dorothy A., Fund 1024
Whittle, Peter, Fund 1025
Whittle Lab Studentship Fund 1024
Wigan, Gordon, Fund 1025
Wightman Fund 1079
Wilkin, Anthony, Studentship in Ethnology and Archaeology 1026
Williams, George, Fund and Prizes 40, 1027
Williams, Glenville, Prize 1028
Williams, Professor Sir David, Fund 1027
Williams, Sir David
  Professor of Public Law 750
  Professorship of Public Law Fund 1027
Williamson, Frederick, Memorial Fund 1028
Williamson, Raymond and Edith, Fund 1029
Wilson, Edward, Memorial Funds 1029
Wilson, Judith E., Fund 1030
Wilson-Barkworth Fund 1031
Wiltshire Prize 41, 1031
Winbolt, John, Prize 1031
Winchetc Reading Prizes 1032
Winton Fund for the Physics of Sustainability 1033
Winton Fund for the Public Understanding of Risk 1035
Wiseman, Neil, Fund 1035
Whishart Fund 1035
WMEB Fund 1021
Wolfe, Bernard, Health Neuroscience Fund 1036
Professor 725
Wolton Fund for Industrial Co-operation 1036
Wolton Professor of Criminology 709
Women 175
Wood, T. B., Prize 1037
Wood-Legh Prize 1037
Woodman, H. E., Fund and Prize 1037
Woodwardian Professor of Geology 701
Wordsworth Fund and Studentships 1037
World History M.Phil. Degree 547
Professor 758
Wort, Donald, Funds 1038
Worts Fund 36
Worts Travelling Scholars Fund 1039
Wrenbury Scholarship Fund 1039
Wright Rogers Law Scholarships 1041
Wright Studentship 1041
Writing for Performance, M.St. Degree 567
Wyse, William, Professor of Social Anthropology 708
Y
  Yarrow, Eric, Lectureship Fund 770
  Yasuda Trust and Banking Company Fund 1042
  Yazdani, Ghaith, Essay Prize Fund 1042
  Yorke Fund and Prizes 38, 1043
  Youhotsky, Olga, Catherine Matthews, and Irene Gore Fund and Prize 1043
  Young, Thomas, Medal 1044
Z
  Zayed, Sheikh, Fund for Islamic Studies 770, 1044
  Zoellner, Ursula, Professor of Cancer Research 717
  Zoology
    Museum 643
    Professors 701, 737
  Tim Whitmore Fund 1024
  Zoology Fund for Outstanding Contribution 1044